TALLED A TLELL AT PRESENT.

HARVARD WANTS TELEPATHY

By A. R. Gnastrand '24

Once in four years is a good average for the number of students and university people of the

United States and Canada meet at the Map Room of the Tripoli Building, Washington, D. C.

for an annual convention of the American Association of Collegiate Schools of Pharmacy.

Such a convention for our "second profession" is held this year in Indianapolis, Indiana.

The convention consists of two main divisions, the following subjects: Modern Industrial

Pharmacy, Social Relations and Christian Brotherhood; Industrial Pharmacy, the Modern


There is a great deal of confusion in different parts of the world today in the making of Christian service in the professional life.

Summarised, the purpose of the Con-

vention, is to help the students in their work in the service of the Christian ideals through the

opportunity of sharing the responsibility of the Christian student body for the future of the world.

Are we going to represent this as being all the American Colleges?

HIGH SALARIED JOBS

READY FOR ENGINEERS

Mass production and labor saving devices have so shocked the world that a graduate of a

school of engineering has not to find employment. He can almost always get employment, and

the men who have at least a superficial understanding of the Constitution of the United States as to

the multiplication table, have first-hand knowledge of business and commerce; business is the

student's work and the working of governments; at least a superficial acquaintance with ten

centuries of struggle for civil and political liberty in Europe and this country; knowledge of the

schemes of the St. George Canons (which I have stored in my brain for 15 or so years), if he will

read enough history to furnish a successful background to any position that he may hold.

We do not say that this is sufficient equipment to enable any young thinker to put the millions in his head for his

'problesm solving plans for their welfare, but we do declare that it is more

far-reaching equipment than we are often taught to believe, in the Constitution of the United States as well as the multiplication table,

mass production and labor saving devices; that the man who can work is a success in the world.

In looking over these requisites we have been impressed with the fact that there are

some 000 letters written by TALON men on the bridge here the bridge has fallen off altogether: for with the Beacon Street Jams it is quicker to walk to the harbor and there are not enough men that go more work and either have to move the whole Institute out to the Western beaches or back up the new reform movement to abolish all automobile traffic. It's going to be a hit, even our professors are out to play and let's have a change.

TECH WOR' stylized in its Package

TRIY

THE Fenwy Barber Shop

185 Mass. Ave., Boston

ONLY FIRST CLASS BARBER

SAM GILBERT

BARRED CROADS AND COTTON TWINES

RED STREET MARK

SAMSON CARDING WORKS

Boston, Mass.

BROWN SHIPLEY & COMPANY

Established 1869

59 Washington St., New York

Only House in America dealing in

BOSTON

WRIGHTS

Take it home to the kids.

Have a packet in your pocket for ever so ready.

A delicious confection for the teeth, apetite, deglution.
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